Playbook for Footwear

Using this Guide: This a footwear
specific guide. It details how retail
footwear management works in Candela.
To make an effective use of this guide,
you need to have a basic understanding
of Candela, for this you must go through
our “Candela in One and a Half Days.”
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Candela for Footwear at a Glance
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GRN
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Checking size and
color box on the line
item screen will
automate the system
for items with colors
and sizes. These
changes will be
reflected on the product
definition screen and
three matrices:
purchase order, GRN,
Purchase Return

Purchase
Return
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Playbook for Footwear

Login Screen for Footwear Management
For retail management of footwear in Candela, you
begin by customizing your login screen for this
particular type of business:
Configuration > System Configuration> Business
Type > Footwear

Color and Size Management for Footwear
One marked feature of retail management for footwear is that all items in this business have
distinct colors and sizes. Candela helps you make provisions for this important requisite for
footwear management on the following Line Item screens:
1. Configuration > Misc> Line Items Based Attributes >Line Items

On the Line Item screen, you will check the checkbox With Size and Color,
Color and define
line items for footwear.
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2.

Configuration > Misc> Line Items Based Attributes> Sizes

On the Size screen, select a line item from the drop down menu and define all possible
sizes for the selected line item. The list of the sizes will appear in the list view.

3. C
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>
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s
c
Configuration > Misc> Line Items Based Attributes > Combinations
On the Combinations screen, define all possible colors for a particular line item. The list
of the colors will appear in the list view.
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Defining Products for Line Items with Colors and Sizes
If you have checked the With Size and Color checkbox on the line item screen, color and size
grids will appear for such line items on the product definition screen. This helps in two ways:
1. You can define various colors and sizes for every product under a particular line item.
For example if a ladies shoe is available in only two colors, say black and red, and three
sizes, say 039, 040, 041, you will check these colors and sizes for ladies shoe on the
product definition screen.
2. The size and color grids also help when you want to define different prices for different
sizes. Consider the example of shoes for children because they normally have different
prices for different sizes. While defining children shoes on the product definition screen,
you can assign a different price for every size by selecting the particular size from the
size grid. You can do the same with colors.

Matrices for Items with Colors and Sizes
Other marked feature of items with colors and sizes are matrices that help you make purchase
orders, GRNs and Purchase returns for such items. These matrices, with their color and size grids
make it so much easier to create purchase orders, goods receipt notes and purchase returns
according to specific sizes and colors.
There are three matrices for items with colors and sizes:
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a. Purchase order Matrix

b. GRN Matrix
Similarly, Good Received Note (GRN) for footwear management are also prepared in
easy matrix format enabling you to see the assortment total both vertically and
horizontally. GRNs can be issued directly or against already issues Pos.
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c. Purchase Return Matrix
Purchase Return Matrix also helps you view your assortment with respect to various
colours and sizes.

STOCK MANAGEMENT FOR FOOTWEAR IN CANDELA
Selection of products by SKUs provision in Candela helps you effectively manage all stock
related activities for footwear. You can transfer/receive stock, set inventory levels, and
consolidate stock according to various SKUs.

Stock Movement Reports
Candela retail management system effectively helps you move stocks to the required retail
outlets. This movement can be managed and viewed in a matrix format where complete
information about the transferred stock is available.
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On the Process STR screen, there is a provision of generating stock transfer reports according to
your requirements:
Inventory Mgmt> Process STR
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You can generate stock transfer reports and see stock positions of the dispatch and received stock
on the process STR screen of all your shops and the head office
Cut Size management
Sizes are of critical importance in footwear business because specific sizes cannot be ‘altered’ on
demand. Thus efficient inventory management requires stocking your shops with the required
colors and sizes of various items. Sometimes, the product may be available at a particular shop
but not in the required color or size.
For instance, during mid season the warehouse may be empty thus making it impossible to
replenish all the shops. So instead of spreading various items in, say, 20 shops with not even a
single shop having a full range of sizes and colors, you can decide to fill some high selling shops
with a complete range of sizes and colors.
Cut Size Report: Reports > D-Stock Reports >D-27 Cut size Report
Cut Size reports show how spread-out various sizes and colors of a particular range of footwear
are. It helps you make informed decisions about where to send stock of which color and size.

Stock Consolidation The Enterprise version of Candela provides you with the option to
periodically consolidate items that are spread over various shops but with minimum number of
available sizes. The system will find all such products and re-shuffle them so that there is a full
range of sizes and colors available on selected shops.
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Stock Consolidation feature in Candela will:
•

Gather data about the shops that have various items available in different colors and sizes

•

Gather data about the sizes and colors available on the shops

•

Suggest the top selling shops, thus making it easier for you to decide which shops to
stock up with the entire range.

•

Help you select products by color and show you data of available sizes in a particular
color at various shops.

For details on Stock consolidation, check our document on Stock Management in Candela

OTHER CUSTOMIZED REPORTS FOR FOOTWEAR
There are customized reports for footwear:
C-11 sales report
Stock D-07 report
D-08 Shop Inventory Matrix report
All these reports are in matrix format. Matrix format of reports lends visibility to the available
sizes and colors of your products.

Consider the report below:
Reports >D-Stock Reports >D-08 Shop Inventory Matrix
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PRODUCT DEFINITION IN FOOTWEAR MANAGEMENT

On the Product Definition screen, you will enter details of your product. As you can see in the
figure above, there are different sets of information that you can feed into the system. The first
set is about:
Line Item: You will select a line item from the drop down menu.
Product Code: Create a product code on the quick definition screen (in the above figure, we
created a template SH), press F2 to generate the template list and select the required template.
The system will add numbers according to the code length you entered on the system
configuration screen (Configuration> System Configuration >Product> product code).
In the above example, the product code length on the system configuration screen was 6. When
we selected code SH, the system added 4 digits to complete the code of six.
Product Name: Enter the name of the product or code depending on your requirements and
preferences.
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Vendor Code: It is a vendor specific code and is useful if you purchase stuff from different
vendors who have their own codes for different products and want you to prepare purchase
orders accordingly.
The Vendor Code field is visible only if you have checked Display Vendor Code check box on the
system configuration screen (Configuration> System Configuration >Product> display vendor
code).
Line Item Based Attributes
The second set of information is about line-item based attributes. There are five attributes out of
which two are variables that you can customize according to your requirements. All these
attributes have quick definition tabs and drop down menus.
The three attributes built in the system are:
Category: You can define various attributes under category on the quick definition screen, and
select an appropriate attribute from the category list for every line item (these attributes are line
item based and will vary from line item to line item).
Sub-category: Sub-category is dependent on category. Again you can define a number of
attributes on its quick definition screen according to your requirements.
Product Group: You can define various options for this line item based attribute. In the above
fig, we defined Product Group options as: available on both online & off-line stores; web
exclusive; only off- line

Customizable Line items based Attributes
Two line-item based attributes are customizable (displayed in red). You can customize them on
the system configuration screen according to your requirements (Configuration> System
Configuration >Product> variable 1 & variable 2).
In the above example we configured variable 1 as Gender and variable 2 as Brand.
You can then define various attributes against these variables and select the one you require
while defining products.
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Product Based Attributes
The third set of information is about product based attributes. These attributes are applicable to
all products irrespective of the line items. There are four product based attributes out of which
three are customizable. All these attributes have quick definition tabs and drop down menus.
One attributes built in the system is:
Cal.Season: You can use it to enter information about when a particular product was purchase or
manufactured. You can also use it to record information about which season a particular product
is used in.
There are no hard and fast rules for entering information about various attributes of your
products. You can use them in any way that serves your purpose. You can also leave certain
fields blank if you don’t need them.

Customizable Product based attributes.
Three product-based attributes are customizable (displayed in red). You can customize them
according to your requirements on the system configuration screen (Configuration> System
Configuration >Product> variable 3 & variable 4 and variable 5).
In the above example we have configured variable 3 as Sole and variable 4 as Sizes and variable
5 as Material

Supplier
You will select the supplier from the drop down menu. Only those suppliers will be visible who
have been configured on the supplier screen. You can also define a new supplier through quick
definition screen.
Supplier for opening stock: If you want to enter opening stock of some of the items (you might
have some stock already in the warehouse that you want to record in the system) you need to
select an opening stock supplier on the system configuration screen (Configuration >System
Configuration> Product >opening stock). Select a supplier from the drop down menu as opening
supplier.
(Those suppliers will appear on the drop down menu who have already been defined on the
supplier screen. You can map one of them as opening stock supplier)
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More product based Attributes
There are three more product based attributes. They are not customizable, but you can define
various options under it.
Acquire type: Under this attribute, default options are Purchased or Manufactured. You can
select the one that serves your purpose
Purchase type: Here the default options are Imported or Local.
Manufacturing: Two default options under this attribute are Outsourced or Self.
You can select the default options and can also define new ones (on quick definition screen)
according to your requirements.

Four Buttons
Refresh: Pressing this button after entering new information will refresh information in the
system.
Reset Default: Pressing this button will re-set the attributes entered for a particular product as
default values.
Set Default: You can set the attributes entered for a particular product as default values by
pressing this button. For example, if the next product that you enter has similar attributes, you
will not have to select these attributes one by one if these attributes are set as default values.
Select Image: You can upload an image for your product from a file
Assembly and Conversion Unit
Assembly and Conversion Unit are not application in footwear management.
Price, Tax, and Product ID
Sales Tax (Purchase Tax): Here you will enter the tax paid by you on purchase items (select
percentage or Value).
Sales Tax( Sales): Here you will enter the tax charged by you on your sales.
Average Cost: Cost price of the defined product.
Date: Date when the product is defined.
Price: Retail price of the defined product.
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Product ID: Here you can assign ID to any product for different purposes. For example, you can
assign an ID SI to your sale items. You can then later generate a report of SI items to see how
sale has affected your profits, etc.
Other Check Boxes, Grid, and Fields
Active: This check box is checked by default and shows that a particular product is active and is
still in stock. You can uncheck it for products that are no longer in use and are not in stock on the
Set Product Status screen (Utilities> Product Utilities> Set Product Status). You will select
line item, Load Data and check De-active for the products you want to deactivate. Only those
products can be deactivated whose stock does not exist or is zero in the system.
Creation Date: The date when the product is defined.
Technical Detail: Any comments about the products. These comments will be visible in G-03
report.
Product Sizes and Combinations: These grids will show the colors and sizes defined on the
size and combination screens. You can check sizes and colors for a particular product. You can
also define colors and sizes on the grids through quick definition screens.
User price: You will check this box if you want to keep the price of a particular product flexible.
You can then sell it on the Sales and Return screen at the price you want to sell at.
Floating price: Floating price means a price that can change on a periodic basis. For example, if
you are importing your footwear and paying your vendors in another currency, you will convert
the price to the local currency according to the rate of exchange prevalent at the time of selling.
Let’s assume you import a particular range of footwear in dollars from the USA and then sell it
Pakistani rupees. You will be required to carry out the following steps:
1. Define currency type (Configuration> Misc> Currency Type)
• On the screen you will select Dollar and USA from the popped up list and check
Secondary Currency check box.
• Select Rupee and Islamic Republic from the popped up list and check Base
Currency check box.
2. Define Currency Rates (Configuration> Misc> Currency Rate)
On the screen you will define exchange rate for dollars against Pakistan rupees and give
the date range for which the particular rate will be applicable.
3. On the product definition screen you will check Floating Price check box, and select US
Dollar from the drop down menu.
4. Now you can define price of the imported footwear in dollars. On the sales and return
screen, the system will automatically convert the price in Pakistani rupees according to
exchange rate prevalent at the time of selling.
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Default Size and Color: Checking this box will save default size and color for the defined
product.
No Bar Code Print: If a particular type of footwear already has a bar-code and you don’t want
to define a new bar-code for it, check this box.
PRODUCT DEFINITION- Price Tab

On the price tab you can change and define new prices of your products. Two Grids (Product
size and product combination) make it very convenient to change prices of particular SKUs. You
can select the SKUs whose price you want to change. You also have the option of selecting
multiple items by checking the checkboxes for particular sizes and colors and changing prices
accordingly.
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PRODUCT DEFINITION- Barcode Labels Tab

On this screen you can assign barcodes to the selected products. The default barcode design is
the one selected on the system configuration screen (Configuration > System
Configuration>Product Barcode).
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PRODUCT DEFINITION- Opening Stock Tab

On this screen, you can enter opening stock of your products. Don’t forget that you can enter
the opening stock of your products only if you have defined a supplier on the supplier screen
and have mapped the defined supplier as opening stock supplier on the system
configuration screen. Moreover, if some transactions already exist in the system against a
particular product, you cannot enter opening stock for that product.
The system will generate an automatic GRN for the entered stock against the opening stock
supplier.
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YOU HAVE OPTIONS!

This part of Candela footwear guide is dedicated to giving examples of product definitions that
take into account various facets of retail management in footwear. This section provides you
with some options about how you can use various variables and attributes on the product
definitions screen.
As said earlier, defining various attributes for your footwear business isn’t mandatory. However,
they streamline your business and help you generate attribute specific reports that can be used to
leverage strengths of your products, differentiate between hot- selling and not- selling- so- well
items, and thus improve your profit/loss ratio.
The options we have given below are neither definitive nor exhaustive. But we hope they will
serve as a spring board for ideas about how to use these attributes for maximizing profit and
efficiency of your business.
There are five line item based attributes
Three fixed attributes are: Category; Sub Category; Product Group:

Sr Category

Sub-Category

1

Lace ups; loafers; deck shoes; platforms; casual
boots; desert boots; espadrilles; boat shoes; house
slippers; zories
Cap toes, monk straps; wingtips; formal pumps;
dress boots; Penny loafers; slip on; Oxford; strap;
blucher

Casual

Formal

Fancy

High heel; flat; low heel; medium heel; wedge heel

Imported

Plastic; leather; suede; fabric

Local

Plastic; leather; suede; fabric

Sneakers

Running; walking; cross training; casual

Sandal

Fancy; casual; gladiator; sport; slide; thong; slip-
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on; strappy; flip flops; fancy; top-less; bridal; party
wear; toe rings; wedge; canvas; slingback; peep
toes
Moccasin
Cleats& Spikes

Laces; slip on; driving; two piece hard sole; center
seam
Cycling; football; golf; sailing;

Slipper

Slip-ons; sandal slippers; slipper boots; closed
slippers; fabric slippers;

Clogs

Crocs; wooden clogs; leather uppers; cloth uppers;

Dress shoes

Loafers; Oxfords; slip on; wing tips

Court Shoes
Wellington
boots

Pointed toes; open toes; peep toe; stilettos, pumps,
block heels;
Full knee; short knee; glossy; gardener; adjustable
short; Valenki

Wedge

Espadrille; peep-toe; with laces; without laces;

Pumps

Open toe pumps; high heeled pumps; sling back
pumps; pointy toes; round toes; square toes

Chapals

Toe ring; V shaped; fancy; flat; high heel; wedge

Mules

Closed toe; open toe; toe ankle strap; wedge;
platform; wedge canvass

Bridal

Sandal; strapless; court shoes;

Children

School shoe; sportswear; fancy; sandal; boots

Synthetic

Local; imported
Joggers; sandals; chapals;

B-pairs

Product Group

Sales items; New items; B-pairs; Web exclusive;
only offline; offline/online; indoor/ outdoor; top
five hundred items; top hundred items
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Two variables: They provide you with the option to define more categories of footwear
according to your requirements. Listed below are some of the ways these two variables can be
defined for footwear:
Variable 1

Variable 2
Ladies; Gents; Children; Unisex
Boots; joggers; pumps; snickers;
softy; gum boots; sandal; chapel;
zipper; buckle; laces; straps; two
piece; stepper; closed lacing; open
lacing

Gender
Style

Brand

Brand names

There are four Product Based Attributes
There is a provision for adding four attributes. One is fixed and three are variables that you can
customize according to your needs. Product based attributes are applied across all line items.
Fixed Attribute:
Cal Season

Winter; Summer; All seasons; Summer ’14; Winter ’14; Winter’15
etc.

Options for three variables:

Variable
1
Material

Variable
2
Leather; suede;
canvas; Rubber;
white leather;
fabric;
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Sole

Variable 3

PU sole; rubber sole;
TPR sole; leather
sole, plastic sole;
vibram; sheet sole;
spiked soles; razor
cut; razor cut with
welt; tracker; trail;
zen; rocker; racer

Heel

High heel; low
heel; medium
heel; flat;
wedge; block;
stiletto ; 0.5
inch; 2.5 inch; 3
inch; spike heels
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Sizes

European; UK; US;
Australia; India

Status

Discard; maintain

Sales Item

Ladies; gents;
children; fancy;
formal;

Product
type

Repeat season; one
season

Lining

Full leather; calf
skin; cambrelle;
cork; doeskin; suede

Insole

Removable,
permanent;
anatomical
insole

Strap
style

T-strap; ankle
strap; cross strap;
buckle; back strap

“Until you believe you have options, you will continue to feel stuck.” You have options! Go
ahead…Happy Retailing.
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